
 
 

MIJS Greater Depth Writing

The standards in the current curriculum are clearly set out for all year groups. All writing 
needs to be effective, impact on the reader and be grammatically accurate. For all pupils, to 
meet the expected standard at the end of each year is the aim of all teachers. This, in itself 

requires highly effective and reflective teaching.  
 

 In addition, there remains the scope for pupils to demonstrate that they are working at 
greater depth within the expected standard. Official guidance for this is difficult to sypher and 

needs more clarity. The children who are judged to be writing at greater depth are children 
who stand out as writers. They are the children who take our breath away when we read their 
texts. There will not be many of these children and the number will vary from cohort to cohort. 
Whilst we cannot ‘teach’ children to be greater depth writers, we can most certainly offer them 
opportunities, choices and ensure that any technical aspects of writing are secure and their use 

understood.  
 
 



 
 

What do we expect to see? 

Children who: 
 

● Read with a writer’s eye, noticing the effects a writer creates 
and asking how he or she did it.  

● Master handwriting and spelling - these skills need to be 
automatic so that children are not too preoccupied with them to 
concentrate on composition.   

● Know what they want to say - pupils need reasons to write,  and 
suitable content to write about.  

● Internalise the different stages of the writing process: planning, 
drafting and editing, and proof reading their work.  

● Write with a reader’s eye, constantly re-reading work to check 
that it makes sense and that the message is effectively conveyed.  

● Know how different sorts  of texts are structured, so that, over 
time, they can create their own structures appropriate to 
audience and purpose.  

● Have a feeling for grammar, varying and controlling sentence 
structure with ease, in order to create different language 
effects.   

● Are capable of writing at length while maintaining a sense of 
audience, purpose and organisation.  

 
 
 
 



From early on, children’s writing may have a strong awareness of audience. They may show an original 
style or ‘voice’. They will often show the ability to imitate or experiment with different styles of writing 
and pay particular attention to the craft of writing. They may show an awareness of more sophisticated 

language and grammatical features - they will often use correctly for clarity or effect. A lot of GD writers 
will be avid readers, they will actively apply their reading experiences to their writing.  Children who love 

to write and read often show a dislike for repetitive, closed or over-scaffolded tasks.  
 
 
 

 
 

 

What do we expect to see? 



 
 
 

 

What do our GD writers need? 

They need the opportunity to read a wide and varied range of high quality literature, including non-fiction. With 
this, they need to have discussions about the literature they have read to understand the writer’s craft. Writing 

features within these texts should be shown and taught so that they can use them in their own writing.  

High-quality Texts



 
 
 

 

What do our GD writers need? 

Children who are GD need to be encouraged to have an awareness and interest in words and language.  They 
need to have the opportunity to experiment with writing and language.  

Vocabulary



 
 
 

 

What do our GD writers need? 

Children who love to write, hate being confined to overly-structured and scaffolded writing tasks. These 
children need the opportunity to make choices about audience, purpose, style and structure of the writing. They 

need to have the opportunity to develop their own writing criterias.  

Creative licence



 
 
 

 

What do our GD writers need? 

GD children  need to the opportunity to evaluate, re-draft, edit and proofread with the understanding that a 
first draft is only the beginning of the writing process. They need to have conversations with peers and adults 

about their writing and how to improve it.  

Editing 



 
 
 

 

Year 3 

 
 

Year 3 Greater Depth                                                                           

I can:   Evidence Dates (Date achieved): 

● write effectively and coherently for different purposes   

● draw on my reading to inform the vocabulary and grammar of my writing   

● make additions, revisions and proof-reading corrections to my own 
writing 

 

● use paragraphs to organise my ideas    

● use different verb forms mostly accurately    

● use co-ordinating and subordinating conjunctions   

● use the following 
punctuation mostly 
correctly: 

capital letters   

full stops   

question marks   

exclamation marks   

commas for lists   

apostrophes    

inverted commas   

● spell many common exception words correctly (Year 3 & 4)   

● add suffixes to spell words correctly    

● use the diagonal and horizontal strokes needed to join most letters   

● in narratives, begin to use description to describe settings and 
characters  

 

● use interesting and ambitious vocabulary correctly   



 
 
 

 

Year 4 

 
 

Year 4 Greater Depth                                                                         

I can:   Evidence Dates (Date achieved): 

● write effectively and coherently for different purposes and audiences   

● use paragraphs to organise my ideas    

● begin to use a range of devices to build cohesion within and across paragraphs (e.g. 
conjunctions, adverbials, pronouns and synonyms) 

 

● in narratives, describe settings and characters   

● in non-narrative writing, use simple devices to structure my writing and support the 
reader (e.g. headings, sub-headings, bullet points)  

 
 

● use different verb forms mostly correctly and consistently   

● begin to include dialogue in narratives to convey character and advance the action   

● use the following 
punctuation mostly 
correctly: 

capital letters   

full stops   

question marks   

exclamation marks   

commas for lists   

apostrophes    

inverted commas   

● spell most words from the Year 3 and 4 spelling list   

● spell most words from the Year 5 and 6 spelling list   

● use the diagonal and horizontal strokes needed to join my writing   



 
 

 
 

 

Year  5 
Year 5 Greater Depth                                                                                 

I can:    Evidence Dates (Date achieved):  

● write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences, selecting 
language that shows good awareness of the reader  

 

● in narratives, describe settings, characters and atmosphere   

● integrate dialogue in narratives to convey character and advance 
the action  

 

● select vocabulary and 
grammatical structures that 
reflect what the writing 
requires, doing this mostly 
appropriately  

contractions in dialogue   

passive verbs to affect how 
information is presented 

 

modal verbs to show a degree of 
possibility 

 

● use a range of devices to build cohesion within and across 
paragraphs (e.g. conjunctions, adverbials, pronouns and 
synonyms) 

 

● use verb tenses consistently and correctly throughout their 
writing 

 

● I can use the following punctuation correctly most of the time: 
 

.  ,  ? 

!  “ ”  ( ) 

-  :  ; 

● spell correctly most words from the year 5 / year 6 spelling list       

● use a dictionary to check the spelling of uncommon or more 
ambitious vocabulary  

     

● maintain legibility in joined handwriting when writing at speed       



 
 

 
 

 

Year 6  Year 6 Greater Depth                                                                  

I can:   Evidence Dates (Date achieved): 

● write effectively for a range of purposes and 
audiences, selecting the appropriate form 
and drawing independently on what I have 
read as a model for my own writing (e.g. 
literary language, characterisation, 
structure) 

 

● distinguish between the language of speech 
and writing and choose the appropriate 
register (e.g. contracted forms and 
colloquial expression are  less likely in 
writing) 

 

● exercise an assured and conscious control 
over levels of formality, particularly through 
manipulating grammar and vocabulary to 
achieve this 

 

● I can use ;  “”   ()    :    -   ,  correctly and, 
when necessary, use such punctuation 
precisely to enhance meaning and avoid 
ambiguity 

 



KS2 - Teacher Assessment Exemplification: End 
of Key Stage 2 
 
 

 
 

 

Exemplification  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/655619/2018_exemplification_materials_KS2-GDS__Frankie_.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/655619/2018_exemplification_materials_KS2-GDS__Frankie_.pdf

